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Abstract

During the startup phase of a reversed field pinch discharge (RFP), the configuration

undergoes relaxation which is the dynamic process by which the configuration evolves to

states near the minimum magnetic energy thus realising improved stability. A high loop

voltage and a high level of level of m = 1 poloidal mode activity is observed while this

process occurs. After the RFP configuration is established, there is a substantial decrease in

both the m = 1 activity and the loop voltage. In addition in the Extrap Tl device, under

unfavourable conditions characterised by a pinch parameter 6 less than about 1.5 at the time

of reversal, the loop voltage can further increase substantially resulting in a suppressed

plasma current level. Simultaneous with the loop voltage increase there is an observed

increase in poloidal m = 0 mode activity. This occurs just when field reversal first is

established as the surface with zero toroidal field is produced at the plasma edge. The

increased loop voltage is believed to be the result of m = 0 tearing modes resonant at the

reversal surface and driven by a large parallel current gradient at the edge which become

particularly pathological when the 6, is comparatively low.

1. Introduction.

A series of experiments were carried out on the Extrap Tl device in order to study the start-

up of reversed field pinch (RFP) discharges in the device. An initial bias toroidal field is

present at discharge break down. After breakdown, the plasma current rises while the current

in the toroidal field coil decreases. The toroidal field at the plasma edge decreases as the coil

current decreases, but the average toroidal field is sustained by the dynamo [1]. The toroidal

field coil current decreases, passing zero, to a negative current level which is then sustained

by the toroidal field power supply. Simultaneously, the discharge current rises to the flat-top

amplitude. The negative coil current establishes the conditions for the reversed toroidal field

at the plasma edge while the dynamo sustains an average positive toroidal field. During the

startup phase prior to field reversal at the plasma edge, the plasma discharge loop voltage is



relatively large, but after achieving reversal, the loop voltage normally decreases by about an

order of magnitude as the current reaches the pulse flat-top value. This decrease in voltage is

common for startup in RFP devices [2].

According to magnetohydrodynamic relaxation theory, during the startup phase of the

discharge, the magnetic field profiles evolve, or relax, to the characteristic RFP profiles

which represent near energy minimum states [1,3]. The two parameters that characterise the

relaxed states are the pinch parameter, 0 = Be(a)/<B^>, and the reversal parameter, F =

B^(a)/<B^>. The current profiles are represented by the ^-profile defined as \i=\ioi'B/B2.

Different \i profiles lead to different F-6 curves which represent the relaxed states. Common

models for \i profiles are: 1) Modified Bessel Function Model [4] where \i is constant to a

break-point, n>, where \i then decreases linearly to zero at the plasma edge, r = a. 2) An

analytical expression for the force free case for \i based on experimental observations, \i =

26o( l-(r/a)a]/a where 9 0 and a are two constants adjusted to model the ^profile [5]. 3)

Polynomial function model (PFM) for the uprofile including plasma pressure, proposed by

Sprott [6]. Experimentally, the evolution of the profiles during startup is represented by an

F-6 trajectory which follows the evolution of F and 6 parameters during this phase.

The quality of the RFP pulse is quite sensitive to the conditions during the transition from the

non-reversed state to the reversed state. Although the loop voltage is always high prior to

reversal, under unfavourable conditions there can be an additional increase in the loop

voltage just when the edge toroidal field reaches zero. An important experimental

observation in the T1 device is that 0 must be greater than 1.5 when the reversal parameter,

F, approaches zero. If 0 is less than about 1.S, the loop voltage increases substantially. As

the loop voltage increases, the rate of rise of the discharge current decreases and in the

extreme case the discharge current can decrease. If the discharge does not disrupt, the loop

voltage can start to decrease again, and the current start to increase again, so that a fairly

normal pulse follows. However the final flat top value achieved for the current is at a lower

level for this type of discharge. A degree of increase in resistivity just prior to reversal is

common. However the difference between a good shot and a bad shot is that, for a bad shot,

the resistivity increases to a level so the resistive component of the loop voltage becomes so

large that the current derivative becomes negative.

In order to identify the modes, the magnetic fluctuation spectra observed during the startup

phase were studied and compared for good pulses, characterised by a smooth current rise,

and the bad pulses, with a suppressed current rise due to the loop voltage increase. Both m =

1 and m = 0 poloidal mode activity were measured and a significant difference in the activity

between the cases was observed.



Under conditions for both good and bad pulses, prior to establishment of the sustained RFP

configuration, there is a comparatively high level of activity for m = 1 modes with toroidal

mode numbers in the range -16< n <-8. The convention is that negative mode number have

the same helicity as the field lines inside the reversal surface. After the RFP configuration is

established, the power in the m = 1 activity reduces by more than an order of magnitude.

Since the evolution of the profiles during startup require a high level of dynamo activity

associated with relaxation of the profiles, a higher level of m = 1 internal mode activity and a

higher loop voltage prior to reversal is expected. Code studies [7] have identified resistive

tearing modes, with poloidal mode number m =1 and resonant inside the reversal surface, as

dynamo modes. Prior to reversal the plasma parameters are such that the profiles are

evolving on the time scale between the Alfvén time scale XA (about 0.2 us) and the resistive

diffusion time scale, XR (about 1 ms). Indeed the reversal time scale is longer than the

tearing mode time scale XT = TR^XA7^5 (about 30 us). However during the initial violent

relaxation process toward the reversed field states, before shear stabilisation is fully

developed, the spectrum is also likely to contain ideal modes.

The m = 0 mode activity is quite different for the two cases. Under unfavourable conditions,

specifically when 8 < 1.5 just at reversal, the m = 0 mode amplitude becomes very large,

exceeding the m = 1 mode amplitude. For these bad pulses, during the period when the m =

0 mode activity is high, the m = 1 mode amplitude is also lower than for the good pulses

indicating that the presence of the m = 0 modes affects the m = 1 modes. On the other hand,

under good conditions, 0 > 1.5, the m = 0 mode activity is always much lower than the m = 1

mode activity. The linear stability of the m = 0 tearing modes resonant with the reversal

surface is sensitive to the current profile as well as the width of the vacuum region between

the resonant surface and the conducting shell. When F reaches zero, the reversal surface is

introduced at the plasma edge. In the Tl device it appears that the increase in loop voltage at

this time is associated with the increase in m = 0 mode amplitude. The driving term for the

m = 0 resonant tearing mode stability is the gradient of the u profile at the reversal surface.

Low 6 is associated with relaxed profiles with a broader, flat-u, central region and steeper u

gradient at the edge, where the m = 0 resonant surface is introduced. The increase in loop

voltage at reversal when 6 is low is therefore believed to be associated with destabilisation of

m = 0 tearing modes since the modes are driven by the u-profile at the edge.

In the remainder of this report we first describe the Extrap Tl device. Relevant measured

parameters and magnetic fluctuation data for good discharges and bad discharges, where the

loop voltage increases at reversal, are then presented and described. On the basis of these

observations, the conclusions concerning the cause of the loop voltage rise and parameter

requirements prior to reversal for achievement of good discharges are presented.



2. Description of the Extrap Tl Experiment

The Extrap Tl device [8-11 ] has a high aspect ratio R/a = 0.5 m / 0.057 m = 8.8.

Discharge currents of up to 100 kA are achieved which correspond to high current

densities which exceed 40 MAnr2 on axis. The plasma discharge power supply is a

two-stage capacitor bank. The characteristic time scales for the pulse are; time between

breakdown and reversal is about 60 (is, the rise time to the maximum current is about

200 \xs and the flat top period is about 400 \is. The total pulse length is typically about

600 us.

The parameters of the experiment are presented in Table 1. The 0.25-mm thick

stainless steel bellows liner has six toroidal sectors with intervening port sections for

pumping and diagnostic access. These port sections have a wall thickness of 0.7 mm

and the minor radius of the inside aperture is 56 mm, which is 1 mm less than the inside

minor radius of the bellows. There are no other limiters facing the plasma in the

interior of the liner.

Table 1. Parameters of the Tl device.

Vacuum Vessel
major radius
inside minor radius

Shell
inside minor radius
number of poloidal gaps
number of toroidal gaps
shell material
perpendicular field penetration time

Plasma Parameters

plasma current (max)
Zeff (typical)
radiated power (typical)
electron temperature (max)
density (typical)
on axis current density (max)
beta theta (at max current)
energy confinement time (at 60 kA)
resistivity (minimum)
ratio of Spitzer power to total power input

0.5 m
57 mm

0.068 m
2
2
brass
300 ns

100 kA
2±0.5
10%
350 eV
lxl020m-3
40 MAm-2

8%
15 us
0.8 v£hn
0.4<Ps/Pt<H<0.8



The liner fits into a brass shell which has 12 poloidal gaps and 2 toroidal gaps, on the

inboard and outboard sides at the equatorial plane. The minor radius of the shell is 67.S

mm so the vacuum region between the plasma edge and the shell is 18% of the minor

radius. The area of the cut-outs in the shell for port access is about 1.1 % of the shell

surface area and the total area of the 12 poloidal gaps is 0.7% of the shell area. The

gaps in the shell have been modified to reduce field errors. Ten of the gaps have been

shorted by connecting the shell sectors with wires. Also segments of copper sheet have

been placed between the liner and the shell so that they cover the gaps in the shells.

The ohmic heating primary turns are distributed on the inboard and outboard side of the

discharge axis at positions producing the vertical field necessary for a stable

equilibrium in pulses longer than the shell penetration time. The capacitor bank power

supply for the ohmic heating circuit has two stages with ignitron switching.

The toroidal field coil consists of 48 turns. For RFP operation, the toroidal field power

supply consists of two stages. The first stage is a high voltage, lOO-̂ F capacitor bank.

During the first stage, the toroidal field coil current is allowed to reverse. The second

stage of the circuit is triggered at the maximum of the reversed current, after 3/4 of a

sine wave cycle. This second stage is a large electrolytic bank which sustains the

reversed current at the desired, constant level. Therefore the first stage capacitor bank

pulse establishes the ratio of the level of the bias toroidal field, when the discharge is

triggered, to the level of the desired reversed toroidal field coil current Adjustment of

this ratio is achieved by damping the high voltage capacitor circuit with a series

resistance. By changing the damping, the depth of the reversal can be adjusted. The

typical damping resistance for good RFP operation on the Tl device is such that the

ratio of the peak current during the forward current period to the peak current during

the reversed current period is about 0.3. The plasma discharge is triggered after the first

maximum in the bias toroidal field pulse so that the toroidal field current is decreasing

as the plasma current is rising.

In the Extrap Tl device, the important parameters for achieving good pulses are 1)

Initial bias toroidal field. 2) Plasma current rise time and timing between plasma

current rise and toroidal field coil current fall. 3) Amplitude of plasma current and

pinch parameter at the time of reversal. 4) Depth of the reversal.

The use of passive elements to control the RFP discharge formation imposes some

limitations on the range of parameters that are accessible. Specifically it has been

difficult to operate in a matched mode where the toroidal flux is constant throughout the

discharge. In general the discharges are ramped mode with an increase of toroidal flux



after reversal by up to a factor of two. However, with die passive element

programming, it has been possible to develop operation points for RFP discharges with

flat top currents ranging from 40 to 100 kA for discharges with pinch parameters of 0 =

1.65. Also it has been possible to develop operation points for a range of pinch

parameters of 6 = 1.65 to 2.5 for 60 kA discharges [12].

For the experiments described here the filling gas was hydrogen and the filling pressure

was in the range of 1 to 2 mTorr. The base vacuum of the system was about lxlO*8

Ton*. Clean discharges were achieved after wall conditioning through high current

density operation.

3. Observed pulse parameters.

In order to provide background for a discussion of the startup process of RFP discharges in

the Tl device, we first show examples of pulse data for a (qualitatively) good pulse (#27689)

and a bad pulse (#27690). In Fig. 1 we present typical global parameters including discharge

current Ip, total loop voltage VL, average toroidal field over the cross-section <B^>, average

toroidal field at the liner B^(a), the reversal parameter F = B^(a)/<B^>, the pinch parameter

6 = Be(a)/<B^>, the interferometer-measured density n, hydrogen radiation intensity Ha , the

soft X-ray intensity, SXR, and the average vertical magnetic field, <BV>.

For both pulses the initial capacitor bank voltage parameters for both the plasma circuit and

toroidal field circuit were the same. The only difference between the pulses was the timing

for the triggering of the plasma circuit relative to the toroidal field circuit. For the bad pulse

(#27690), the plasma discharge was triggered 10 us earlier relative to the toroidal field bias

pulse. The relative timing is shown in Fig. 2 where the plasma discharge current is shown

superimposed on the edge toroidal field pulse shape. The vacuum toroidal field pulse shape

is also shown for comparison. Note that the edge toroidal field measurement shows <B$(a)>

lower than the vacuum value during the discharge startup. The coils measuring the B$(a) are

located in the convolution of the bellows, which are 8 mm deep, and the observed signal

indicates that, on the time scale of the reversal process, there is significant poloidal liner

current in that part of the bellows convolution that is outside (larger minor radius) the pick up

coil. The liner current is being driven by the changing toroidal flux inside the liner generated

by the dynamo. In Fig. 1 we see that when <B<j,> is increasing during the time period 0 to

about 70 \is and a liner current is produced which drives the edge field below the vacuum

value and negative so reversal is sustained by the liner current. However for the bad pulse,

simultaneously with the onset of the higher loop voltage, <B^> has started to decrease and



has started to increase which causes a loss of reversal. The decrease in <B+> when the
m = 0 mode activity is high can be evidence that the m = 0 modes suppress the dynamo.

Shot »27690 Shot #27689
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(kA) 40
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(T) 0
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Time (n«)
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Fig. 1. Typical pulse parameters. a)Ip. b)VL. c)<Bp. d)B^(a). e)F. f)Q.
g) n. h) H«. «) SXR. j) <BV>

The measurements of <B^> and B (̂a) shown here are made at one toroidal position.
Measurements of <B^> and B (̂a) at three different toroidal positions show the same trend of
loss of reversal for the bad pulse, but there are amplitude and phase differences indicating
that the phenomenon is not axisymmetric. The diagnostics for the m = 0 modes was not
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sufficient to properly resolve the toroidal mode spectra for the m = 0 modes. However there

is a very high level of reproducibility in the trend of reversal loss for pulses initiated under

the unfavourable conditions.

A slight increase in average vertical field is also observed simultaneous with the loop voltage

increase as seen in Fig. lj). This average vertical field is derived from the difference

between the inboard and outboard loop voltages. This observed trend for <BV> is also

reproducible. Finally it can be noted that there is a loss of density during the period when the

loop voltage increases.

(T)

-0
-200 100 0 100

Time (us)
200 300

(T)

-0.1
-200 -100 0 100

Time (us)
200 300

Fig. 2. Overlay of Bf(a) for a good pulse (#27689) and a bad pulse (#27690).
For comparison, the vacuum pulse shapes for Bf(a) are also shown as
well as the plasma currents. The reference time of zero is taken at the
trigger of the plasma pulse. The difference between the good and bad
pulses is a 10-u.s shift in the triggering of the toroidal field circuit.

In order to further demonstrate the differences between the two pulses, in Fig. 3 we show the

parameters Ip, VL, F and 6 superimposed for the two pulses on an expanded time scale The

following effects can be noted for the two discharges. Initially the current rise is identical for

both pulses. The first evidence that there is a difference is seen in the pinch parameter.

Since the current rise is identical, but the bad pulse started with a slightly higher toroidal

field, 6 is lower for the bad pulse. Note that F approaches zero at about the same time after

the discharge start, but that for the bad pulse reversal is lost as described previously. When

the loop voltage starts to drastically increase, the current starts to decrease and 6 also starts to

decrease.



Insight into the development of the pulses can also be gained by examining the plasma

resistivity versus the reversal parameter as shown in Fig. 4. Initially, when F is greater than

about 0.4, the resistivity trace versus F is about the same for both pulses. As F approaches

zero, the resistivity for the bad pulse increases drastically. Indeed F starts to increase again

and a loop in the F-TJ trace is produced. The resistivity is calculated using the polynomial

function model [6] for the current profiles. Note that the resistivity increases by more than a

factor of 6 for the bad pulse. The resistivity during the flat top is typically less than 1 uifcn,

so the resistivity during reversal is a factor of ten higher during the reversal process, for the

good pulses, and even higher for the bad pulses.

80 PLASMA CURRENT #27689

»27690 -

50 100

(kv) 1

0

. TOTAL LOOP VOLTAGE
»27690

#27689

50 100

FIELD REVERSAL RATIO

50 100

50 100
Time (us)

Fig. 3 Parameters, Ip, VL, F, and 0, superimposed for the good pulse (#27689)
and the bad pulse (#27690) on an expanded time scale.
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Fig. 4. Plasma resistivity, r|. versus the reversal parameter F for the good pulse
(#27689) and the bad pulse (#27690).

The general phenomenon shown in Figs. 1-4 for these two pulses is by no means unique.

Indeed, many operation points have been established for Tl giving flat top currents in the

range from 40 k A to 100 kA. From any good operation point, an operation point for a bad

pulse can be derived by changing the timing between the plasma circuit and the toroidal field

circuit. To demonstrate this. In Fig. 5 we show a composite of pulse data for three operation

points corresponding to operation with flat top currents of 60 kA, 70 kA and 90 kA. For all

cases the bad pulse was provoked by triggering the plasma discharge 10 us earlier relative to

the toroidal field pulse. The general behaviour for the plasma current, loop voltage, F and 8

are seen. A pattern emerges when the F-6 trajectories, shown in Fig. 6, are examined. For

the Tl experiment it is evident that 6 must exceed 1.5 when F approaches 0 in order to

achieve a good discharge.

4. MHD magnetic fluctuation mode spectra

The magnetic fluctuation spectra was examined around the time of reversal for discharges

under favourable conditions and under unfavourable conditions. Measurements were made

using arrays of magnetic coils placed in the interspace between the liner and the conducting

shell [13). The modes often associated with MHD relaxation are internal m = 1 modes. In

Fig. 7 we show the mode power (5Be2) for the m = 1 helical spectra versus toroidal mode

number for a good pulse and a bad pulse. The spectra are derived from pulse data over the

time interval SO ŝ to 100 ̂ is after discharge breakdown, which is just the time interval

around F=0. The power is concentrated to toroidal modes in the range -16<n<-8 which

correspond to internal ideal kinks or internally resonant tearing modes. This range of

toroidal mode numbers is consistent with an axis safety factor given by the limit q(0) =

2a/(3R) proposed by Antoni and Ortolani [14], Examples of the time evolution of the mode

power for m = 1 modes and m = 0 modes, summed over all toroidal mode numbers, are

shown in Fig. 8 for good and bad pulses. The most striking feature is the comparatively high

level of m = 0 mode activity for a bad pulse between 50 and 120 us which is the period when
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the loop voltage is high. The m = 1 activity also shows a variation between the two cases.

For the good pulse, the m = 1 activity starts at about 30 u.s and becomes substantially

reduced after 100 (is. For the bad shot, the m = 1 activity starts at about the same time but is

at a lower level until around 90 its, when it increases. This is consistent with the observation

that for the bad pulse the dynamo is suppressed for a period up to about 90 (is manifested by

the decreasing <B$> during this period. At 90 u.s is just when F is approaching zero for the

second time for the bad pulse and the dynamo starts producing toroidal flux.

100

100

6

50
Time (us)

100

Fig. 5. Pulse data for three good and three bad pulses with different operation
points corresponding to 60-kA, 70-kA and 90 kA flat top currents.
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-0.5

Fig. 6. The F-8 trajectories for the three good and three bad pulses shown in
Fig. 5.

It should also be pointed out that for both the good and bad pulses the mode power decreases

by about an order of magnitude after reversal is achieved. This is an indication that the level

of dynamo activity required for sustainment of the RFP configuration against dissipation of

toroidal flux and transport of helicity is lower than the activity required during the formation

phase.
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2.0x10

1.0x10

5.0x10

-20 0 20
Toroidal mode number n

40

Fig. 7. Power spectra (SBe2) for m = 1 modes in the frequency range
4<f<200 kHz for a good pulse and a bad pulse. The data are the
average values for modes during the time interval SO to 100 us after the
start of the discharge. Reversal occurs at about 70 us.
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50 100 150
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Fig. 8. Time evolution of power for the m = 0 mode and the m = 1 mode
summed over toroidal modes, for a good pulse and a bad pulse.
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5. Profile models and MHD stability

Observations indicate that the increase in voltage for the bad pulses is coupled to the F and 6

parameters when reversal is achieved. In Fig. 6 we see that during startup, the experimental

F-8 trajectory lies above the F-8 curve which corresponds to the n-profile characteristic for

the relaxed equilibria achieved later in the pulse during the steady-state sustained period.

The observations can be summarised by saying that if the conditions are such that the

experimental F-6 trajectory approaches the (F,0) curve characterising the steady-state relaxed

equilibria, too soon, for example here 8 = 1.4 when F = 0, the loop voltage increases

substantially. The approach to the equilibrium F-6 curve corresponds to a steeper ^-profile

at the edge. This can be seen when the |i profile is constructed using the model,

\i = 28O[1 - (r/a)a ]/a [5]. Constructions of H profiles are shown in Fig. 9 for conditions for a

good pulse, 6 = 1.5 when F = 0, and for conditions for a bad pulse, 0 = 1.4 when F = 0. The

|i-gradient is significantly larger at the edge for the conditions of the bad pulse. Since m = 0

tearing modes are driven by the \i gradient, the observations can be the result of excitation of

resonant (m = 0) tearing modes at the edge when reversal is achieved with a \i gradient at the

edge that is too large.

Fig. 9 Constructed ji-profiles corresponding to conditions for a good pulse
and a bad pulse, a) 0 = 1.5 when F = 0 gives parameters 6 0 = 2.0, a
1.7. b) 8 = 1.4 when F = 0 gives parameters 8 0 = 1.6, a = 3.5.

The results from linear MHD stability calculations for the m = 1 modes can be represented in
the <x-0o plane [15] as shown in Fig. 10. For the conditions of a good pulse, (8 > 1.5), the

^-profile is unstable not only to internally resonant tearing modes, but also to internal ideal
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kink modes. Indeed, the pulse that develops favourably is characterised by strong m = 1

mode activity prior to reversal, which is consistent with the stability calculations.

For the conditions of a bad pulse, (6 = 1.4), the [i-profile appears to be stable to ideal kink

modes. The internally resonant tearing modes are unstable, but close to marginal stability.

This is consistent with the relatively low level of m = 1 mode activity for the bad pulse

conditions when F initially approaches zero. Note that reversal for the bad pulse is preceded

by a spike of m = 1 mode activity.

The m = 0 tearing mode stability is dependent on the magnitude of the u. gradient at the

reversal (m = 0 mode resonance) surface, as well as the width of the region between the

resonant surface and the conducting boundary. A calculation based on the A' method [16]

with the reversal surface just inside the liner boundary ( F = -0.05 for example) shows that

the broader ^-profile with a steeper gradient near the edge is more unstable to m = 0 tearing

modes. This is consistent with the observations of strong m = 0 mode activity for the bad

pulses.

2.5

1.5

Good V .
pulse External modes

F=-oo

Internal
ideal modes

Internal
resistive modes pulse

0 1 a

Fig. 10 Linear stability boundaries in the a-0o plane for the m = 1 modes.

It should be pointed out that the mode coupling and mode saturation processes are non-linear

and the linear calculations are only indicative of the observed mode spectra. The non-linear

mode coupling dynamics corresponding to the observed states require three dimensional time

dependent calculations under the profile conditions of the experiment. These calculations are

planned using an appropriate code.
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6. Summary.

In conclusion it is evident that the formation of the RFP configuration is quite sensitive

to the discharge parameters during the transition from the non-reversed state to the

reversed state. In the Tl experiment, if the trajectory of the F and 0 parameters

approach an (F,6) curve corresponding to a ji-profile with a steep gradient at the edge,

then the m = 0 mode instabilities develop. In Tl this corresponds to 6 > 1.5 at F = 0.

When the m = 0 mode amplitude is high, the dynamo activity of the m = 1 modes is

somewhat suppressed and <B$> decreases. Reversal is then lost. The loop voltage

increases in connection with the increased m = 0 activity. In some respects, these

observations during startup provide additional evidence for the role of m = 0 and m = 1

tearing modes in the RFP dynamo and relaxation processes.
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Abstract

During the startup phase of a reversed field pinch discharge (RFP), the configuration

undergoes relaxation which is the dynamic process by which the configuration evolves to

states near the minimum magnetic energy thus realising improved stability. A high loop

voltage and a high level of level of m = 1 poloidal mode activity is observed while this

process occurs. After the RFP configuration is established, there is a substantial decrease in

both the m = 1 activity and the loop voltage. In addition in the Extrap Tl device, under

unfavourable conditions characterised by a pinch parameter 6 less than about 1.5 at the time

of reversal, the loop voltage can further increase substantially resulting in a suppressed

plasma current level. Simultaneous with the loop voltage increase there is an observed

increase in poloidal m = 0 mode activity. This occurs just when field reversal first is

established as the surface with zero toroidal field is produced at the plasma edge. The

increased loop voltage is believed to be the result of m = 0 tearing modes resonant at the

reversal surface and driven by a large parallel current gradient at the edge which become

particularly pathological v hen the 9, is comparatively low.

Key words: Reversed Field Pinch, Magnetohydrodynamic instabilities, tearing modes,
m=l tearing modes, m=0 tearing modes, dynamo, Taylor relaxation


